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INTRODUCTION 
This paper is divided into three sections. The first 
section consists of a survey of some known results in the 
theory of non-self-adjoint operator algebras. Almost all 
the definitions and results required for the remainder of 
the paper are stated here; in addition a "spatial imple-
mentation" type of theorem proven by J. Ringrose is stated 
in order to provide a proper perspective for section II. 
The main result of section II is a theorem which 
asserts that an identity preserving completely isometric 
linear map between certain non-self-adjoint algebras of 
operators, e.g. nest algebras and non-irreducible maximal 
triangular algebras, must be implemented by a unitary 
transformation of the underlying Hilbert spaces. The 
theorem is obtained by proving that the identity repre-
sentation of the C*-algebra generated by such a non-self-
adjoint algebra is a boundary representation and then 
applying general results about boundary representations 
by Arveson (1). 
The third section consists of a study of the ideal 
theory for a special class of maximal triangular algebras, 
(i) . 
( .. \ \~~) 
the ordered bases. This section investigates the relation-
ship between the radical of the algebra and two special type.:: 
of ideals, each partially analogous to the ideal of strictlJ 
upper triangular matrices in Mn • 
Throughout this paper we use the following notation ami. 
conventions. Hilbert space is alwliys assumed to be complex 
and separable. With d£ a Hilbert space, ~(de} is the 
set of all bounded linear operators on df • The ordering 
of projections in tB(qe) is the usual one, viz. E < F if 
and only if EF = E • All ideals are two sided and ideals 
in C*-algebras are also assumed to be closed (in the norm 
topology). The usual bracket notation is used for closed 
linear spans. For any set JT of opera tors, C * ( 9"') will 
denote the C*-algebra generated by 9". 
1 would like to express my deepest thanks to Professor~; 
Richard Kadison and Edward Effros for their constant advice 
and encouragement during the preparation of this paper. 
I. PRELIHINARIES 
Triangular OPerator Algebras. In [5] Kadison and 
Singer introduced a class of non self-adjoint operator 
algebru.s on Hilbert space. These algebras generalize to 
infinite dimensional space the notion of "algebras of upper 
triangular matrices." The following is a summary of·some 
of the ideas and results in the paper by Kadison and Singer. 
Definition 1. If f) is a maximal abelian self-adjoint 
subalgebra of m(~), a subalgebra, rr, of m(~) is said to 
be tri~~ular with diagonal ~ provided ~ n J* = ~. If 
J is not a proper subalgebra of another triangular alge-
bra then rr is said to be maximal triangular. A projec-
tion in l8 p:l) which is invarian·t under Z is called a 
.r 
hull of rr. 
---
It is easily seen that each hull of a triangular 
algebra lies in the diagonal of that algebra and that if 
one triangular algebra contains another then both have the 
same diagonal. Furthermore, a Zorn's Len~a argument can be 
used to show that if J is a triangular algebra then J 
is contained in some maximal triangular algebra. 
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It might be· supposed, from the finite dimensional 
case, that the hulls of a maximal triangular algebra are 
totally ordered and thut these hulls generate the diagonal 
(as a von-Neumann algebra) • The second supposition is 
false: Kadison and Singer provide an example of an irre-
ducible triangular algebra, i.e., one whose only hulls are 
the projections 0 and I. 1~e first one is true and is 
proven with the aid of the following useful lemma: 
Lemma 2. Let J »e a maximal triangular algebra with 
diagonal ~. Let E be a hull of ~ and F a projection 
in ~ orthogonal to E. If T is an operator in m(~) 
such that T = ETP then T lies in ~. 
The most incisive results about triangular algebras 
can be obtained for those with 11 Sufficiently many" hulls. 
Definition 3. 1>. triangular algebra whose hulls 
generate the diagonal is said to be hyperreducible. A 
' 
maximal hyperreducible triangular algebra is called an 
ordered basis. 
Examples o"f ordered bases may be obtained as follows: 
Let p be a Borel probability measure on (O,l] and let ~ 
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be the Hilbert space 2 L ([O,l],P). For each function f 
"" in L ([O,l],P) let Lf be the bounded linear operator 
acting on l:l by "multiplication by f." The set of all 
such operators, ~, is a maximal abelian self-adjoint sub-
algebra of ${l:l). For ench A E [0,1] denote by EX and 
EA- the operators in $ corresponding to the character-
istic functions of [0 1 A) and [O,A) respectively. 
(EA,EA-)AE[O,l) is a totally ordered family of projections 
in ~ which generates ~. Let ~ be the set of all oper-
ators in which leave invariant each projection E 
and E>--· Then 3' is an ordered basis with diagonal Q 
and hulls 
Definition 4. An ordered basis of this form shall 
be referred to as a standard ordered basis. 
Ordered bases are studied in considerable detail by 
Kadison and Singer. Two of their most important results 
are the following: 
Theorem 5. Let (E } be a totally ordered family 
a 
A 
of projections in lapq which generates a maximal abelian 
self-adjoint subalgebra, f), of fB(lt). Then the set 3' of 
all operators in S(~) which leave invariant each E is 
a 
an ordered basi~ with diagonal ~ .. If (E J 
a 
is closed 
under unions and intetsections then (E ) is the set of 
a 
hulls of rr. Each ordered basis arises in this way. 
Theorem 6. (Representation theorem.) Each ordered 
4 
basis is unitarily equivalent to a standard ordered basis. 
Nest Alqe~. John Ringrose [9,10] has studied a 
class of non self-adjoint algebras closely related to 
triangular algebras. 
Definition 7. A family P of projections in m(H) 
will be called a ~ if P is totally ordered. A nest P 
i~ complete provided 
{i) O,I E P 
(ii) P is closed under unions and intersections. 
A nest is maximal if it is not a proper subnest of 
another nest. 
· If P is a complete nest and E E P, define 
E_ = v (FE PI F <E). If E has an immediate predecessor 
then E_ is that predecessor; otherwise E_ = E. 
A nest is maximal if and only if the dimension of the 
range of E-E_ is at most one, for each E in the nest. 
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(See [9), Lemma 2.1.} 
Let P be a nest. A Zorn's lemma argument provides 
the existence of a maximal (and, in particular, a complete) 
nest containing ~-:>. Since the intersection of complete 
nests is complete, we can deduce the existence of a 
smallest complete nest containing P, which will be de-
noted by co(fl). 
Definition 8. Let P be a nest. The nest algebra 
associated with P is the algebra, hp, of all operators 
in m(~) which leave invariant each projection of P. 
It is easy to see that hp = hco(P)' and for this 
reason we shall henceforth assume that all nests are com-
plete. When no confusion can result, the subscript P 
will be dropped. Note that the intersection of the class 
of nest algebras with the class of triangular algebras is 
precisely the class of ordered bases. (See Theorem 5.) 
It will be necessary later to determine whether or 
not a given operator in a nest algebra lies in the radical 
oi the algebra. One of Ringrose's theorems provides an 
effective criterion. 
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Theorem 9. ·Let P be a complete nest in lli(J:f), let 
h be the nest algebra associated with P and let f-l. be 
the radical of h. Let T E t1. Then, in order that T E H., 
it is necessary and sufficient that the following condition 
be satisfied: given any real number E >· 0 there exists 
a finite subnest (E ,E1 , ... ,E} of ~ such that o n 
0 = E < E1 < ... < E =I and o n 
II ( E . - E . 1 ) T ( E . - E . 1 ) II < E ( j = 1, 2, ..• ,n) . J . J- J J-
The condition in this theorem will be referred to in 
this paper as "Ringrose's Criterion." 
In his papers, Ringrose makes very effective use of 
the rank one opera.tors which lie in a given nest algebra 
or triangular algebra. Let us first introduce some nota-
tion: if x and y are vectors in H let x ® y denote 
the operator in m(J:f) defined by X® y(w) = (w,x)y for 
all w E H. x ® y is a rank one operator whose norm is 
llxll·l\yll. Any rank one operator may be put in this form, 
and the one dimensional subspaces generated by y and x 
are uniquely determined (as the range and the orthogonal 
complement of the kernel, respectively) . The following 
lemtna makes it easy to determine whether the rank one 
operator x ® y lies in a given nest algebra. 
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Lemma 10. Let P be a complete nest and let h be 
the associated nest algebra. Let x and y be non-zero 
vectors in ~. Then x ® y E h if and only if there is a 
projection E in P such that Ey = y and E x = 0. 
The rank one operators in a nest algebra are suffi-
cient to determine the complete nest of invariant projec-
tions associated with the nest algebra. 
Lemma 11. Let h be a nest algebra associated with 
the complete nest P and let E be a projection which is 
invaria.nt under each rank one operator in h. Then E 
lies in P. 
The follO\</ing two definitions are found in [ 10]. 
Definition 12. Let h be a nest algebra and let m 
be a su.balgebra of n. \tie say that rn is a large subalge-
bra of h if 
(i) rn contains each rank one operator in h 
(ii) rn contains at least one maximal abelian self-
adjoint subalgebra of ~(~). 
Definition 13. A maximal triangular algebra whose 
hull nest is a maximal nest is said to be strongly !educible. 
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Note that an ordered basis is strongly reducible. 
Also, a strongly reducible triangular algebra J with hull 
nest r is a large subalgebra of the nest algebra l\)• 
A theor~m of Ringrose related to the main result in 
this paper concerns algebraic isomorphisms of strongly re-
ducible triangular algebras. 
Definition 14. Let J and g be any algebras of 
operators on Hilbert spaces ~ and X respectively. An 
algebraic isomor£hism from d on to g is a bijective 
linear and multiplicative mapping cp from :J onto 8. 
If P is a bijective bicontinuous linear mapping from K 
onto ~ such that. ~(T) = P-1TP (T E J) then we say Q 
is spatial and is implemented by P. If P is unitary, 
i.e., is an isometry, then we say ~ is unitarily imple-
mented. 
Neither any continuity properties nor any relation to 
the adjoint operation is assumed for algebraic isomorphisns. 
The theorem mentioned above is the following ([10], Theoreos 
5.5 and 4.1): 
Theorem 15. Let ;J 1 , and ::r 2 be maximal triangular 
algebras, with diagonals ~ 
1 and ~ , acting on Hilbert 2 
spaces lil, and ~ Let <:p: 3' -> 3' be an algebraic 2. 1 2 
isomorphism. 
( 1) If 3' and 3' are ordered bases then <:p ·is 1 2 
spatial. 
(2) If 3' and 3' are strongly reducible and 1 2 
cp(.91) = ~ then cp is 2 spatial. Furtherm:>re, <:p is im-
plemented by an operator of the form P = DU where u is 
a unitary operator from ):i onto l!l and D E t\. 2 
Boundary Representations. In [1] Arveson has studied 
the question: to what extent does an algebra of operator2 
on a Hilbert space determine the structure of the C*-alge-
bra it generates? To answer this question he uses a non-
commutative generalization of Choquet boundary and Silov 
boundary. Before defining these generalizations and de-
scribing their use, we must first introduce some terminal-
ogy and state a theorem of Stinespring. 
If :J is a vector space of operators on a Hilbert 
space ~ 
. . . ~ 
and M is the algebra of n x n complex 
n 
matrices, then J ® M , the set of n X n matrices with 
n 
entries in ::r, is a linear subspace of the space operators 
on the Hilbert space l! 9 ~e ... $ A (n factors). If 
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9: J --> g is a linear map from one vector space of oper-
ators into another, then for each positive integer n, 
define cp : :J ® M -> 8 0 1·1 by applying q:> element by 
n n n 
element to each matrix over J, i.e., cp (T .. ) = (cp(T .. )) • 
n ~J ~J 
Definition 16. Let cp: :J -> g be linear. We say 
(p is completely.J?.ositive (resp. completely isometric) pro-
vided each cp is positive (resp. isometric). 
n 
(If :J and g are linear subspaces of m(~) and 
m(X) respectively then cp: J --> g is positiv~ if cp(T) 
is a positive operator whenever T is a positive operator. 
The possibility that :J has no positive operators in it 
is not excluded. .cp is isometric provided \lcp (T) II = 1\TII 
for all T E :J.) 
If B is an arbitrary C*-algebra then B ® M 
n 
is a 
*-algebra (define * by (X .. ) * == {X .. *)} which possesses 
~J )~ 
a unique C*-norm. (See, for example, [1] p. 143.) We may 
therefore define completely positive and completely iso-
metric linear maps on B or on linear subspaces of B. 
Examples of completely positive linear maps on C*-
algebras may be obtained as follows: let. B be a C*-
algebra with identity, let ll and K be Hilbert spaces, 
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let n be a representation of B on X and let V be a 
bounded linear operator from ~ to X. Define 
~: B --> m(») by ~(X) ~ V*n{X)V for all X E B. Then ~. 
is a completely positive linear mapping of B into m (ll) • 
Stinespring's theorem asserts that, for C*-algebras with 
identity, every completely positive linear mapping into 
m(~) is of this form. Explicitly, 
Theorem 17. Let B be a C*-algebra with identity 
and let ~ be a Hilbert space. Then every completely 
positive linear map of B into m(~) has the form 
Cf'(X) = V*TI(X}V, where n is a representation of B on 
some Hilbert space X and V is a bounded linear operator 
from :t:! to X. We may further assume that [TT(B)Vl:!] ~X. 
Let B be a C*-algebra with identity and let A be 
a linear subspace of B which generates B as a C*-alge-
bra, i.e., B = C*(A). 
-. 
Definition 18. An irreducible representation n of 
B is called a boundary representation for A if n!A has 
a unique completely positive linear extension to B. 
Note that rr itself is always a completely positive 
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extension of njA, so n is a boundary representation if 
it is the only linear extension which is completely posi-
tive. If B = C(X) where X is a co~pact Hausdorff space 
and A is a separating linear subspace of C(X) then irre-
ducible representations of B correspond to points of X 
and boundary representations correspond to points in the 
Choquet boundary of X relative to A. 
Definition lq, Let B and A be as above and assume 
further that the identity of B lies in A. A closed two-
sided ideal J in B is called a boundary ideal for A if 
the canonical quotient map q: B -> B/J is completely 
isometric on A. A boundary ideal is called the Silov 
boundary for A if it contains every other boundary ideal. 
In the commutative case, i.e., when a is a C(X), 
closed ideals in B correspond to closed subsets of X, 
boundary ideals correspond to subsets which are a boundary 
for A and the Silov boundary ideal corresponds to the 
usual Silov boundary for A. (See [1) for details.) The 
Silov boundary of Definition 19 is unique when it exists, 
but it is not yet known whether it always does exist. 
Arveson does show that the Silov boundary exists for 
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"admissible" subspaces, as defined below. B and A satis-
fy the same hypotheses as in Definition 19. 
Defjnition 20. A is called an adrnissible subspace 
of B if the intersection of the kernels of the boundary 
representations (for A} is a boundary ideal for A. 
Arveson proves that any boundary ideal for A is con-
tained in the kernel of any boundary representation for A 
(where A need not be admissible). It follows that when A 
is admissible the intersection of all kernels of boundary 
representations is the Silov boundary ideal for A. 
Note that if B is an irreducible C*-subalgebra of 
~(}.!), if A is a generating subspace of B such that 
I E A, and if the identity representation of B is a bound-
ary representation for A then A is admissible and (0) 
is the Silov boundary for ·A. This is the context in which 
we shall apply the following theorem of Arveson. 
Theorem 21. Let A1 . and A2 be admissible subspaces 
of C*-algebras and respectively, with identities 
denoted by e, 
.J.. 
and Assume that both A1 
have trivial Silov boundary ideals. 'l'hen every completely 
isometric linear map of A1 on which takes to 
14 
is implemented by a *-isomorphism of B1 on B . 2 
The following lem..rna can undoubtedly be found in many 
places (see (2] for example). However, we give (1, Lemma 
3.4.4.] as a reference, for it is stated there in the form 
in which we need it. 
Recall (2, Prop. 2.10.4] that a non-degenerate repre-
sentation of an ideal K in a C*-algebra B with identity 
has a unique extension to a representation of a. 
Le~rna 22. Let ~ be a C*-algebra with identity and 
let K be a closed two sided ideal in B. Then any repre-
sentation n of B such that n( K) I= 0 may be written as 
a direct sum TT = TT $ iTl where TT is a representation 0 0 
af B such that n ( K) 
0 = 
0 and TTl is the unique ext en-
sion to B of a non-degenerate representation of K. 
Nete that we may have TT = 0 
0 
in this decomposition. 
II. COMPLETELY ISOMETRIC MAPS 
The purpose of this section is to prove that complete-
ly isometric linear maps between certain non-self-adjoint oper-
ator algebras are implemented by unitary transformations 
of the underlying Hilbert spaces. The main tool will be 
theorem 21. In order to be able to apply theorem 21 we 
first provide sufficient conditions on a linear subspace ::r 
of operators that the identity representation of the C*-al-
gebra generated by rr be a boundary representation for rr. 
Theorem 23. Let ::r be a subspace of ~OJ) and 1et 
be the norm closure of ::r +IT*. Assume that: 
( i) I E 3 
( ii) There is a non-trivial projection E such 
if X E E(Sl) and y E (I 
-
E)(H) then y & X E g, 
Then, the identity representation of C*(J) is a 
bqundary representation for rr. 
that 
Proof. We must first show that C*(:J) is an irre-
ducible C*-algebra. Let P -1- O,I be a projection in 
cf 
!8{l-l) and assume that P coilU'tlut.es with C*( J). Note first 
that PE ;i. O. For, if PE = 0 then 0 f. P < I - E. If 
x E P(~) and y E E(U) then x ® y E C*(:J) and x@ y 
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does hot coromute.with P. Likewise. (I- E)(I- pj ~ 0. 
Chdose x0 such that PEx0 ;1: 0; choose y0 such that 
(I- B)(I- P)y ~ 0. Let x =Ex and 
0 0 
y = (I- E}(I- P)y . Then y ® x E C*(J) and 
0 
y ® x((I- P)y) =((I- P)y ,y)x =((I- P)y ,(I- E)y)x 
0 0 0 
Since J\y\\ -F 0 and Px -F 0 we see that y ® x does not 
leave I - P invariant. But this contradicts the assump--
tion that P commutes with C*(J). So C*(J) is irre-
ducible. Thus the identity represen·tation, Id, is an 
irreducible representation of C*(~). We must show that 
Idl3' has a unique completely positive linear extension to 
C*(~). Let cp be any completely positive extension of 
IdjJ to C*{3'). Note that since positive linear maps on 
C*-algebras are continuous and adjoint preserving, cp agr0r 
with the identity map on g, By Stinespring•s theorem 
(Theorem 17] there is a representation n of C*{3'} on 2 
Hil?ert space X and a bounded linear operator V: ~ -:> :~ 
such that ~(S) = V*n(S)V for all S E C*(J) and 
[n(C*(J))V~] = x. In particular, (f) T = V*n{T)V for al' 
T E g, 
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To prove the theorem it will suffice to show that V 
is a unitary operator. For then, ~ = V*nV is a represen-
tation of C*(J) which agrees with Id on ~~ and hence 
everywhere. Since I E g and n(I) =I, equation (~) 
yields I = V*V. Therefore V is an isometry. Let ·p be 
orthogonal projection (in S(X)) on the range of v. 
(P = VV*.) We need only prove that range (V) = x. The 
proof of this will consist mainly of a series of observa-
tions. 
Observation 1. If x and y are vectors in ~ such 
that T = x ® y E g then Pn{T)P = Vx ® Vy. 
Indeed: Pn(T}P = Vv*n(T)VV* = VTV* = V(x ® y)V* since 
T -- V*n(T)V. 
For any wE X, V{x ® y}V*w = V[(V*w,x)y] = (w,Vx)Vy 
= (Vx ~· Vy)(w}. Thus Pn(T)P = V(x ® y)V* = Vx ® Vy. 
By our hypotheses, C*(~) is an irreducible C*-algebra 
which contains a non-zero compact operator; it must there-
fore contain the algebra of all compact operators, me(~). 
[2, Corol~ary 4.1.10] mc(H) is then an ideal in C*(J), 
so by lemma 22 we can write n = n e n 1 where 0 . TT 0 
is a 
representation of C*(J) which annihilates compact opera-
tors and is the unique extension to C*(J) of a 
non-degenerate representation of ~C{~). Note that 
must be a multiple of the identity representation. Let 
X0 , X1 be the subspaces of X on which n and 0 
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act, 
respectively. Let Q0 , 01 be orthog-
onal projection on K0 , x1 respectively. 
Observation 2. TT = 0. 
0 
First suppose that x and y are unit vectors such 
that 
and 
T = X ® y E g. Then, using the facts that· 
is norm-decreasing, we have 
1 = !IvY I! = II ( Vx ® Vy) vx!l = l!Pn( T} PVx!l 
< l!n(T)Vxll = 1\n (T)Q Vx + n1(T)Q1Vx\l 0 c 
TT (T) = 0 
0 
immediately follows that if x is any vector such that 
x ® y E 8 for some non-zero vector y, then vx E ~ 1 . In 
particular, if x is an arbitrary vector in ~ then VEx· 
and V(I- E}x lie in x1 . Hence Vx =VEx+ V(I- E)x E Xl 
for all X E ;:!. Thus Vlt c ){ 1 • Since is invariant 
under n(C*(J}) and \T.l:l is cyclic under n(C*(J)) we have 
:K = x1 and, consequently, >£ 0 = (0) and TT == 0. 0 
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We now know that n = n 1 = a multiple of the identity 




where I is 
some index set and each n. ~ Id = identity representation 
~ 
of C*(:!). For each i E I, let K. be the subspace of 
~ 
Jt on which n. 
~ 
acts, let 0. be orthogonal projection 
~ 
in iiJ(H) on X., and let U.: ~ --> K be the isometric ~ ~ i 
isomorphism which implements the equivalence n ~ Id. i 
Note that for each X E J:l vx = L Q.Vx and that if 
' iEI ~ 
T = X® y E C* (:!) then n. (T) = u.x ® u.y. ~ ~ ~ 
Observation 3 . Let X be any non-zero vector in 
and assume that, for some non-zero vector y, x ® y E 3. 
Then there exists a unique family of scalars 
that Vx = r: 
iEI 




The uniqueness of the scalars follows from the fact 
that the u.x are pairwise orthogonal vectors. It is 
J. 
sufficient to prove the observation for unit vectors. 
J:f 
Indeed, if X ® y E 8 then so does 1 X ~{x ® y) = ~T! ® y. 
If we multiply the equation 
llx II we obtain Vx = r, 
iEI 
t U.x. 
. X 1. 
~'w 
So we assume X 
y are unit vectors such that x ® y E 3 (y could be 




existence of the family of scalars t. with the required J.,x 
property. As in observation 2, 
1 = 1\vy\1 = 1\{vx ® Vy}vxll = 1\Pn(T)Pvxll 
= IIPn{T)vx!l ~ lln(T)vxH ~ 1\vxll = 1 
from which it follows that !ln(T)Vxl! = 1. (Note that we 
can also deduce PTT(T)Vx = n(T)Vx for T = x ®yES. We 
shall need this shortly.) Now, using 




l: n. (T)Q.Vx, we obtain the fol-
iE! 1 1 
lowing equality: 
1 = \ln(T)Vx\\2 = II 2: 
iEI 

















II ( 0 . vx 1 u . X) u . y! 12 = 
J. J. J. 
ll<u.x ® u.y)Q.vxH 2 
J. J. J. 
l: I (Q. Vx, U. x) 12 
iEI 1 J. 
llo. vxll 2 II z Q.vx!l 2 llvxll2 1 = = = . J. iEI J. 
So · r: I ( Q . Vx, U . x) 12 = 
iEI J. J. 
Since for each i, 
iEI 
l'<o.vx,u.x} I~ 1\o.vxll 
~ J. J. 
we must have I (Q.vx,u.x) I = llo.vxll 
J. J. ~ 
and hence Q.Vx = (Q.Vx,u.x)u.x. Let. t. = (Q.Vx,u.x). 
J. J. ~ J. l.;X J. J. 




If X ® y E g 
- Z t. U.x. 
iEI 1 ' X J. 
and x f 0 1 y F 0 then there exist 
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unique scalars t. such that Vy = ~ t. U.y. Indeed, 
~,y iEI ~,y ~ 
just observe that y ® x = (x ~ y)* E g and apply obse~-
vation 3. 
Observation 4. Let T - x ® y E g with x and y 
non-zero. Then for each i C I, t. = t. 
~,x ~,y 
As before we may assume \lxli = !Jy!l = 1. By the par-
enthetical remark in the middle of observation 3, 
PTT(T)Vx = TT{T)Vx. 
E 
iEI 
t. U_y = Vy = (Vx ® v~)Vx = PIT{T}PVX 
~,y ~ 






t. n. (T)U.x = 





(Recall: TT. (T) = U.x ® U.y.) Since the U.y are a 
~ ~ ~ ~ 
wise orthogonal family of vectors, t. = t. all ~,x ~,y 
Note that as a consequence of observation 4 and 
hypotheses if X is a vector such that Ex # 0 and 
(I E) X -/: 0 then t. = t. { 
- E)x for all i. ~,Ex ~, I 





tor in ~ then there exists a unique family of scalars 
t. 
~,x 





If EX = 0 ·or if (I - E}x = 0 then observation 3 
may be applied to x. If Ex I 0 and (I - E}x f 0 
then, letting t. = t. - t. ( E)x' we have l. 1. 1 EX l., I -
VEX= !.: t.U.Ex and V{l - E)x = l: t. U. (I - E)x. So 




VEx + V(I - E)x 
= E t.U. Ex + E t. U. (I - E}x 
iEI l. l. iEI l. l. 
= L: t.U.X 
iEI l. l. 
and we may take t. = t . l. 1 X i 
Observation 6. Let x, y be non-zero vectors in ~. 
Then t. = t. for all i E I. 
l.,x l.,Y 
Suppose first that Ex f 0. If (I - E)y I 0 also, 
then Ex® (I - E)y E S and t - t = t = i,x - i,Ex i, (I - E)y 
t. 
l.,Y 
If (I - E)y = 0 then Ey f 0 and, for an arbi-
trary non-zero vector wE (I- E){~), both Ex® w and 
Ey ®.w lie in S. Hence t. = t. = t. = t = l. 1 X l. 1 Ex l. 1 W i 1 Ey 
t. 
l., y 
Thus in either case t. - t. 
l.,X l.,Y 
On the other 
hand, if Ex = 0 then (I -- E) x /: 0 and essentially the 
same argument proves t. = t. l.,X l.,y 
Thus t. is independent of the vector x, so we 
l.,X 
write t. = t. . We then obtain the formula 
l. J.,X 




all X E ):I.. 
With this formula we can easily finish the proof of the 
theorem. Le-t T E C*(3') be arbitrary. 
n {T) Vx -· 
= 





t. TI. (T)U,X 
~ l. l. 
(all X E ):I.). 
The next to the last equality follows from the fact that 
u. 
l. 
implements the equivalence n ~ Id. i 
Thus VJ:I. is left invariant by n(C*{::l')). Since it 
is also cyclic under n(C*(J)), vJ:I. = ~, which is what we 
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gg~o~l?:E:L24. Let ~ and J be linear subspaces of 
operators on Hilbert spaces J:i and ){ respectively. 
Assume that ~ and J each contain the identity operator 
and that each satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 23. Let 
~= ~ --> J be a completely isometric linear map of R on 
rr such that ~(I) =I. Then ~ is implemented by a uni-
tary mapping of the underlying Hilbert spaces. 
R~o9f. By Theorem 23 the identity representations of 
C*(~} and C*(J) are boundary representations for R and 
24 
~, respectively. It follows therefore that R and ~ are 
admissible subspaces of C*(~) and C*(J) and that each 
has Silov boundary ideal {0). Hence, by theorem 21, cp is 
implemented by a *-isomorphism, which we again denote by 
cp, of C*(~) on C*(J). Now since C*{R) is irreducible 
and contains at least one non-zero compact operator, we 
have $C(~) ~ C*(~). Similarly $C(K) ~ C*{J). Further, 
we must have cp CljC (:U)) :::: me pq since the compact operators 
form a unique minimal closed ideal in any C*-algebra con-
taining them. Tnus cp restricted to SC(~) is an irre-
ducible representation of the compact operators on ~, 
hence cp is unitarily equivalent to the identity repre-
sentation. That is, there is a unitary mapping U of X 
onto ~ such that Q(S) = u-1su for all s E mC(~). 
Since there is a unique non-degenerate representation of 
C*(R) extending the restriction of cp to ~C(~), we can 
conclude that q>(S) = u-1su for all s E C*(R). Thus cp 
is ~nitarily implemented. 
Corollary_ 25. Let R (respectively ~) be either a 
nest algebra or a large subalgebra of a nest algebra or a 
non-irreducible maximal triangular algebra. Then any com-
pletely isometric linear mapping of li on J which 
25 
preserves the identities is unitarily implemented. 
Proof. It is trivial that nest algebras and large 
subalgebras of nest algebras satisfy the hypotheses of 
Corollary 24. That any non-irreducible maximal triangular 
algebra also satisfies these hypotheses follows from· 
Lenuna 2. 
Remark. The word "completely" is necessary in the 
hypotheses of Corollary 25, even in finite dimensions. If 
II is a finite dimensional Hilbert space, by choosing an 
orthonormal basis in a fixed order we may identify !8 (l:l) 
with M • The algebras g and J of all upper and all 
n 
lower triangular matrices, respectively, are ordered bases 
in .M 
n 
and the map t A--> A = transpose of A is a lin-
ear isometry of g on rr which carries the identity to 
the identity. Since A--> At is anti-multiplicative it 
cannot be implemented by a unitary transformation. It fol-
lows that A--> At is not completely isometric. (To see 
that A-> At is an isometry, let 
matrix A = (a .. ) • Since At = A* J.] 
isometry, it suffices to show that 
matrices A. If X = (xl' ... 'xn) 
A = (a .. ) 
~J 
·and A-> 
1\A 1\ = IIA!l 
for each 
A* is an 
for all 
is a unit vector then 
x = (x11 ... ,xn} · is a unit vector also, and Ax = (AX), 
which has the same norm as the vector Ax. Hence 
llA II = \\A \1. ) 
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It should be remarked~ however, that in finite dimen-
sions a 11 transpose•• map is essentially the only possible 
isometry which is not completely isometric. More specif-




are each the algebra 
of all upper triangular matrices with respect t·o suitable 
bases, and suppose that cp is a linear isometry of g 
onto such that cp(r) =I. Then, since 
it follows (see [1), Prop. 1.2.8) that cp has a unique 
extension to a positive linear map from M 
n 
onto M • 
n 
It 
is easy to see (by considering -1 ~ ) that the extension is 
actually an isometry. But then since q:>(I) = I and M 
n 
is a factor; it follows from results in (6] that cp is 
either a *-isomorphism or a *-anti-isomorphism. A *-iso-
morphism is, of course, completely isometric and a *-anti-
isomorphism can easily be written as the product of a *-
isomorphism and a "transpose" map. 
III. IDEALS IN ORDElmD BASES 
On a finite dimensional Hilbert space an ordered basis 
J consists of the algebra of all upper triangular matrices 
(relative to a fixed basis taken in a fixed order). The 
radical R of J is then the algebra of strictly upper 
triangular matrices. ~ is a {two-sided) ideal in J with 
the property that ~ n ~ = {0), where ~, the diagonal of 
J, is the algebra of all diagonal matrices. R is the 
unique ideal in J maximal with respect to this property. 
Furthermore, every operator in J can be uniquely decom-
posed as the sum of an operator in ~ and an operator in 
a. 
Such a decomposition is probably too much to hope for 
in the general infinite dimensional case. It is certain 
tha·t the radical cannot play the same role in general as it 
does in finite dimensions. 
John von-Neumann was the first to introduce a process 
for taking the "diagonal part" of linear operators. In [4] 
Kadison and Singer make the following definition {presented 
here in a restricted form) . 
27 
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Definition 26_. Let C. be a maximal abelian self-
adjoint subalgebra of Q:) (J:I). A diaqonal process relative 
to iJ is a linear, order preserving mapping of !8 p.i) into 
f) \vhich is the identity on 19. 
Kadi.son and Singer prove the existence of diagonal 
processes {for Ji separable) and prove that diagonal pro-
cesses possess the following crucial property. 
Proposition 27. Let ~ be a diagonal process rela-
tive to IL Then for any X E !8Ut), DE C, C,O{XD) = C,O(X)D 
and C,O(DX) = ~(X). 
If :J is an .ordered basis with diagonal IJ, by a 
11 diagonal process on 3'" we simply mean the restriction to 
J of a diagonal process on m{~) relative to 1). The 
following definitions of diagonal disjoint ideals and ~­
«iagonal zero ideals and Proposition 30 are taken from an 
unpublished fourth chapter to [5). 
Definition 28. An ideal ~ in an ordered basis ~ 
with diagonal ~ is called a dia3onal disjoint ideal if 
~ n £J = {0) . ~ is a maximal qiagonal dis:JEint ideal if it 
is not properly contained in another diagonal disjoint 
29 
ideal. 
Definition 29. Let ~ be a diagonal process on an 
ordered basis ~. An ideal ~ in ~ is called a ~-di~­
onal zero ideal if ~(J} = 0 for all J E g. P is a 
maximal ~-diagonal zero ideal if it is not properly con-
tained in any other ~-diagonal zero ideal. 
Proposition 30. Let J be an ordered basis with 
diagonal B. Each diagonal disjoint ideal is contained in 
a maximal diagonal disjoint ideal. If ~ is a diagonal 
process on J then there is a maximal ~-diagonal zero 
ideal which contains every other ~-diagonal zero ideal and 
which is also a diagonal disjoint ideal. If E and I - F 
are hulls of ::r then E:J'F is an ideal in ::r. If, further, 
EF = 0 then EJF is contained in each maximal ideal of 
the two types defined above. 
Proof. The union of an ascending chain of diagonal 
disjoint ideals is again diagonal disjoint; so zorn's lemma 
implies the existence of a maximal diagonal disjoint ideal. 
The existence of a maximal cp-diagonal ze.ro ideal is proven 
in the same way. Since cp is additive, the sum of two 
~-diagonal zero ideals is again a cp-diagonal zero ideal; 
30 
hence a maximal rt'-diagonal zero ideal contains any other 
q:J-diagonal zero idea.l (and is therefore unique). If ~ is 
any ~-diagonal zero ideal and D E 2 n ~ then 
0 = ct'(D) = D. Thus ~ 0 /:} = (0} and ~ is diagonal dis-
joint. 
Clearly E~F is a linear subspace of J. If B is 
any operator in 0 then BE = EBE and FB = FBF since E 
and I - F are hulls. Then for any element ETF E EJF, we 
have 
BETF = EBETF E EJF 
and 
~TFB = ETFBF E EJF 
Thus EJF is an ideal in J. 
NmoJ suppose that EF = 0. Then for any T E J, 
q:J(ETF} = E~(T)F = EF~(T} = 0, Thus EJF is a ~-diagonal 
zero ideal and is, of course, contained in the maximal one. 
·Finally, we show that if ~ is a maximal diagonal 
disjoint ideal and if BF = 0 then EJF ~ ~. From the 
rnaximality of ~ it will suffice to prove that g + EJF 
is diagonal disjoint. Suppose that B E ~' T E Z and 
D = B + ETF E S. Then 
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D(I - E) = (I - E)D = (I - E)B + (I - E)ETF = (I - E)B E ~ 
and DE= BE+ ETFE =BE E ~. Hence D =DE+ D(I -E) E ~ 
and D E ~, so D = 0. Thus (P + E~F) n ~ = (0). 
For the following results we shall use the fact that 
a positive linear map on a C*-algebra which preserves the 
identity has norm equal to one. (See [11], page 415) 
Lermna 31. Let 3' be an ordered basis with diagonal 
~. Let ~ be a diagonal process on 3' and let K be the 
maximal ~-diagonal zero ideal. Then X is closed in the 
uniform topology. 
proof. Since 3' is closed in the uniform topology, 
l< c ~. If TEl< then T can be uniformly approximated 
by operators which are annihilated by ~. But ~ is con-
tinuous, so ~(T) = 0 also. Thus X is a ~-diagonal 
zero ideal containing X, hence X = X. 
£reposition 32. Let 3', &, ~ and X be as in 
Lemma 31 and let ~ be the radical of J. Then R c K. 
Proof. Since R is an ideal in 3' we need only 
show ~(T) = 0 for T E R. Let e > 0 be arbitrary. By 
Ringrose's criterion (Theorem 9) there exists a nest of 
32 
hulls 0 = E0 < E1 < ... <En= I in ~ such that 
1\(E. - E. 1 )T{E. - E. 1 ) !\ < £ for each i = 1, •.. ,n. Let 1 1- 1 1-
n 
S = i~l (Ei - Ei-l)T(Ei - Ei-l). Then 
!ls!l = max 
i=l, ... ,n 
1\(E. - E. ,)T(E. - E. 1) II < £ 
1 1-- 1 1-
n 
Now cp(s) = L: (E. - E. l)cp{T) (E. - E. 1) i=l 1 1- 1 1-
n 
= L: (E. - E. 1 )cp(T) i=l 1 1-
= cp(T) 
hence !lct>(T)ll = \lcp(s)l\ ;:;_ 1\s\1 < £, As £ was arbitrary, 
\lcp ( T) II = 0 • 
Lemma 38. Let J be an ordered basis with diagonal 
f) and let } be a maximal diagonal disjoint ideal. Then 
~ is closed in the uniform topology . 
. Proof. The closure 9 of ~ is an ideal in J. 
Suppose 9 n ~ f {0} . Then ~ n ~ is a non-zero ideal in 
the abelian von-Neumann algebra ~ and must therefore con-
tain a non-zero projection P. (~ ~ C(X) where X is 
some stonean space. Let f F 0 be an element in ~ n ~. 
Then 1£1 2 £ on some non-empty open and closed subset V 
33 
of X. If is the characteristic function of V then 
is continuous and 1 (-x )f = X is a projection in f v v 
J n ~.) Let q be a real nunilier such that 0 < q < 1. 
Then there exists an element J E J such that \IP - J\\ < q. 
PJP also lies in ~ and \lP - PJP \1 ~ 1\P I\ liP - J II liP \1 = 
J\1 < q. The series P + (P - PJP) + (P PJP) 2 + 
is uniiormly convergent; let H be its sum. Clearly, 
HE ti'. Since 
[P- (P- PJP) ][P + {P- PJP)+ ... + (P- PJP)N] 
- P - (P - PJP)N+l 
and lim (P - (P - PJP) N+l) = p (unifonn limit) we con-
N ... ct> 
elude that (PJP)H = P, and in particular, p E ;;. Since 
~ (l ~ = (O) we must have p = o, a contradiction. Thus 
~ n ~ == {0) and ;; is a diagonal disjoint ideal con-
taining the maximal diagonal disjoint ideal ('J ,.. We then 
have P = ~ and ;; is uniformly closed. 
Proposition 34. Let -:r, f.J and ;; be as in Lemma 33 
and let R be the radical of J. Then R = ~-
Proof. Since ~ and R are ideals ~ + ~ is an 
ideai containing ~ and it suffices to prove that ~ + R 
34 
is diagonal disjoint. Let J E ~ and R E ~ be such that 
D = J + R E ~. Let £ > 0 be arbitrary. By Ringrose•s 
criterion there is a nest of hulls 
0 = E0 < E1 < ... <En= I such that 
\!{E. -E. 1)R(E. -E. 1 ) II< e for i = 1,2, ... ,n. The 1 1- 1 1-
family of projections {E. -E. 1 J. 1 is mutually l. 1- 1= 1 ••• , n 
orthogonal, so 
n 
lli~l (Ei - Ei-l)R{Ei - Ei-1) II 
= sup 
i=l, ... ,n 
II<E. -E. l)R(E. -E. 1) ll < f: • 
l. l.- l. l.-
But 
n 
i~l (Ei - Ei-l)R(Ei - Ei-1} 
n 






= D - ;--~l (E1. - E. 1)J(E. - E. 1 ) 
.... l.- 1 l.- ... 
n 
- E. 1 )J(E. - E. 1 ) l.- l. l.-
and i~l (Ei - E1_1 )J(Ei - E1_1 ) E {}. Thus D may be 
uniformly approximated by elements of {}. By the preceding 
lerro:na, {} is closed, so DE~. Since {} is diagonal 
disjoint, D = 0. Thus {} + R is diagonal disjoint. 
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vle now provide an example in which the radical is a 
proper subset of the intersection of all maximal ideals of 
either type. Let rr be the standard ordered basis based 
on Lebesgue measure on the unit interval and use the nota-
tion of page ·3. Define a bounded linear operator w. map-
ping L2 {0,l) into L2 (0,l} by 
for each 
t E [0,1]. 
tion of w 
then Wf = 
is t11at w 
Wf (t) 
2 f E L (0,1). 
if 
if t > i 
Observe that WE = E1 NE 
t zt t 
Indeed, it follows trivially.from the 




0 almost everywhere on [ t/2 .. 1). A consequence 
E 3', This property is retained by each element 
in the ideal ..9 generated by W. For, if S E J then s 
n 
is of the formS= .i::1 R.WT. where R., T. E ::r. Then ~= ~ 1 ~ 1 
36 
·n n 
SEt = r: R \vT E = r: R . 'V\'E t 'I' . E i=l i i t i=l ~ J. t 
n 
= r: i=l R. E~tWEt'r. E J. 2 ~ t 
n 
= E E.1.tR.E1.tWT.Et i=l 2 J. 2 ~ 
n 
= 
';"' E~tR.WT.Et i~l 2 ~ J. 
= Et SE t t 
Using Ringrose's criterion it is easy to see that W 
does not lie in the radical, R, of IT. In fact, it will be 
sufficient to show that for any s > 0' HE WE II 2. Jf. s s If 
o < t ~ s then _w_('X[o.:t]) = X[o,~t) and 
J. . 
- 2 -llx[o,tt]ll = Jt. t = ,.;~ llx[o,t]ll. 
We claim that W lies in each maximal diagonal dis-
joint ideal, or, equivalently, that J is contained in 
each maximal diagonal disjoint ideal. Let ~ lie a maximal 
diagonal disjoint ideal: we must show that 
-{~ +.J) n ~ = (O). Let J E ~' S E J be such that 
D = J + S E 'i). We will prove, by induction, that 
for each n = 0, 1, 2, .. ·., from which it follows that 
D = DE 2-n 
D = strong lim DE = 0. For n = 0 the statement is 
. 2-n 
trivial. Assume D = DE , . Then 
. 2-K 
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DE = JE -k .+ SE -k = JE -k + E -k-lSE -k' whence 
2-k 2 2 2 2 2 
(E -k - E -k-l)DE -k = (E -k - E -k-l)JE -k' Since the 
2 2 2 2 2 2 
left side of this equation lies in fJ and the right side 
lies in P, both sides are 0 and D =DE -k =DE -k-l' 
2 2 
Finally, if ~ is a diagonal process on ~ then W 
lies in the maximal ~-diagonal zero ideal. It suffices to 
show that cp vanishes on J. If S E J then 
~(S} = ~(El/ZS) = E1/ 2~(S) = cp(S)E1/ 2 
= cp(SEl/2) = cp(El/4SE1/2) = El/4cp(S) = 
and 1 by induction, cp(S) = E ~(S} for all positive inte-
-n 2 . 
gers n. Since E cp(s} --> 0 strongly as n -> ~ we 
2-n. 
have ~{S) = 0. 
A consequence of our final proposition will be that 
an operator unitarily equivalent to the Volterra integra-
tion operator lies in the tactical of the standard ordered 
basis based on Lebesgue measure. 
Pro:position 3~. Let :J be the standard ordered basis 
based on Lebesgue measure. Let I = [0,1) and let 
k E L2 (I X I). Assume k(x,y) = 0 whenever y < x. 
38 
,.1 
Define an operator K by Kf(x) = J k{x,y}f{y) dy. Then 
X 
K lies in the radical of J. 
Proof. It is well known that K is a bounded linear 
operatoron L2 (0 1 1). (See, forexample 1 [3, p. 135].) 
If f vanishes almost everywhere on [t,l] then so does 
Kf, so K E IT. We show that K satisfies Ringrose•s 
criterion. First, observe that for any 0 ~ t < s ~ 1, 
the operator (E - E }K(E - E ) 
s t s t arises from the kernel 
function Ch(t,s)k' where 
function of the set 
is the characteristic 
[t,s] X [t,s] = ((x,y)l t ~ x ~ s, t ~ y ~ sJ. Indeed: 
if f E r.J 2 (0,l) (and X[t,s] is the characteristic 
function of the interval [t,s]) then 
(E - Et}K(E - E )f(x) 
s s t 
::: X[ t ~ s) {x) [ K (E s - Et) f (x) ] 
,..1 
== x[t,s](x) l 
X 
,.1 






= J [Ch(t,s) (x,y)k(x,y} ]f(y) dy • 
X 
For each integer n > 0 let c be the characteristic n 
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function of ((x,y)\ 0 .S:. x, y ~·1 and x .S:. y .S:. x + 1/n}. 
Now, 
and 
I C k\ 2 -> 0 pointwise (almost ever}"vhere) as n -> co 
n 
lc kl 2 .S:. !k\ 2 for all n, so the Lebesgue dominated 
n 
convergence theorem implies 1\c k 'I -> 0 as n -> c:o n 1 2 
(in L2 (I X I)). If 0 .S:, t ( s .S:. 1 and s- t .S:. 1/n 
then lch(t,s)k\ .s:. lc kl and hence n 
\l{E - Et)K(E 8 - Et) \\ = \lch(t,s)k\1 2 .s:. 1\cnk\1 2 • 
Given 
s 
E ) 0 1 choose n sufficiently large that 1\c k II < E • n 2 
Then the nest E (= 0)' El/n' E2/n' ••• J El (= I) 
sat is-
0 
fies the condition of Theorem 9 for K and E: 
n n n n 
Thus K E ~. 
if y L X Remark. 
If we let k(x,y) = 1[: if y ( X 
1 
,.~ 
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